Premier Parking – Please Read
Rules and Regulations

1. Vehicles in Premier Parking are permitted to use the electric hook up facilities.
2. Each Premier Parking position allows for one of the following:
a. One Lorry; or
b. One Caravan and 4 x 4; or
c. One Caravan and awning (the towing vehicle can be parked outside the Premier
Parking Area).
3. When you book Premier Parking, you will be sent a card. This card must be displayed
as you enter the lorry park so that the parking stewards can identify where you need to
be parked. This card must remain in your windscreen for the duration of the show.
4. Each electric hook up is a 16A, 240V with female outdoor main connector.

5. The sockets are situated in stands. Your lead should be 30m - 50m to ensure that you
are able to reach the socket.

Guidelines

1. Don’t try to pull too much electricity
The electric on a hook up is not the same as household electric. This means that some of your high
voltage appliances (such as kettle, hairdryer, hair straighteners, microwave, TV etc) may cause the
electricity to trip. The system is in place for everyone’s safety but it does mean that users have to
pay attention to the appliances that they use. Where possible, please use low voltage alternatives.
If this is not possible, please only have a maximum of one of these appliances running at once.

2. Ensure that your lorry electrics are serviced regularly

Over time, internal electric connections in lorries can become loose. A loose connection can cause
huge problems because the trip switches in the generator sees a loose connection as a possible
danger, and hence trips off. Of course, this will continue to happen until the problem is fixed.

3. Keep your appliances up-to-date

Older appliances can corrode and cause another problem for the trip switches in generators.
Please keep your appliances up-to-date to prevent this problem.

4. Check your extension cable

A small nick in the main cable or a loose connection in either of the plugs at either end can cause
the electricity to trip off. Please only use a decent cable and keep it checked regularly.

Almost every time that the electric supply stops it is a result of someone
breaking one of the above guidelines. Please adhere to these rules for
everyone’s safety and uninterrupted supply.
If the electric does go off, please go and see the Stable Manager, situated by
the arch into the stables, who can sort the problem for you.

Please DO NOT call the Emergency Extension on the Office Number.

